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EASY TO USE
Ease-of-use is the #1 focus of the Fahrenheit software project. That means having the 
things you need in places where you can find them and built in ways that make sense for 
you when you’re using them. It also means having the tools you’re used to using. And it 
means listening to your needs and wants – let us know which features you’d like to see 
added!



This is Fahrenheit...
           made for you

Made in America
Fahrenheit isn’t accounting software developed for another country, with American tax 
systems tacked on. It’s designed from ground-up with this set of business practices, 
terminology, and ways of thinking in mind. That means that you don’t waste valuable brain 
space learning how to coerce foreign software into handling American processes.

Transfer documents quickly
Fahrenheit allows you to print, export to PDF, and email all directly from an Invoice record., 
so that you can get customers the data they need and get back to work.

Carefully crafted entry flow
Your time matters to us. That’s why we’ve invested in a user interface that allows you to 
navigate between related documents quickly

Own your data
If you commit to a cloud accounting system, the vendor of that system controls your data 
and can tell you what you can and can’t do with it. In addition, if their server or your 
internet has an outage, you’re no longer able to work because you can’t access your 
software or your data. With Fahrenheit, your data is stored onsite; you control it.

If you use a software sold on a subscription model, and then decide that the software no 
longer meets your needs, you are locked in, because if you cancel the subscription, you no 
longer can use the software to access your data. With Fahrenheit, you purchase a perpetual 
license that will continue to work even if you never pay us another penny.



easy to learn
          MATTERS

If something works well in one place, it should work well in other places, too. Fahrenheit is 
built from the ground up with the principle that you shouldn’t have to re-learn how to work 
when you switch from Invoicing to Billing, or from Estimating to Invoicing, or from 
Customers to Vendors.

It’s hard to switch your accounting software, but it shouldn’t have to be as hard as it often 
is. That’s why we’re carefully crafting a library of free training materials to help you get up 
to speed as fast as possible. Support plans are also available if you’d like a helping hand to 
get up to speed with the software.



flexibility
          MATTERS

Search nearly anything – from nearly anywhere. No more fumbling around opening the 
Items window to figure out what the product ID is, or having to open Customers to see 
just which John Smith you’re working with – just type to search.

Create your own workflow; use varying document types, like Invoices, Sales Orders, and 
Estimates, along with Bills and Purchase Orders, to manage customer relationships the way 
that works best for you, and for your company. Pull Sales Order, Estimate, and Purchase 
Order items in by line item, or by document with Fahrenheit’s Instant Launch.



Manage varying sales taxes
Handle tax-exempt sales by entire invoice or by line item. Change the tax schedule of the 
entire invoice with an easy menu, or enter line items to change their tax status. Line items 
can be configured to either follow the tax schedule of the main invoice or to maintain their 
own tax schedule when the main invoice is changed.

Advanced Discounting
Apply a percentage discount across the board including tax, or manage line item discounts 
on individual items. Or use Item Categories with Price Levels to selectively discount only 
portions of an invoice—automatically! Assign Price Levels to specific customers or apply 
per-invoice.



Work alone,
      or together

We believe that if you’re doing all your accounting from one
computer, you shouldn’t have to turn into a technical expert and 
learn to configure SQL databases, application servers, and network 
setups. With Fahrenheit, you just install, and get to work!

Your books are even stored where you choose on your hard drive 
(through a normal save window) so you can back up using the same 
familiar methods you use to back up your documents and photos.

As your business grows and you need multiple people working with 
your file at one time, we’ve got you covered there too, with a quick-
to-setup networked server based on industry-standard 
technologies.



Editions and Pricing
Fahrenheit 2024 Premier
Premier is our top-of-the line product, including invoicing, vendor bill management, 
purchasing and sales document flow options, credit memos and vendor credits, advanced 
discounting, terms, billable items, job costing, time tracking, banking, and more.

Premier for Single Computer
$700 for a perpetual license
Optional add-ons:
  +$95/year for access to upgrades
     Includes 8 support tickets
     Add $40/yr to receive physical media
  +40/year for 5 additional support tickets

Premier with Networking Capability
$1400 for first 3 networked users (+$150 per user thereafter) for a perpetual license
Optional add-ons:
  +$195/year for access to upgrades + $20/year per user over 3 users
     Includes 8 support tickets
     Add $40/yr to receive physical media
  +40/year for 5 additional support tickets

Fahrenheit 2024 Express
Express brings Fahrenheit's carefully crafted business management system to personal 
bookkeeping and very small businesses. It includes the banking section of Fahrenheit, with 
management of checking, savings, and credit card accounts, as well as basic invoicing (with 
sales tax management) and powerful standard accounting reports.

$100 for a perpetual license
Optional add-ons:
  +$15/year for access to upgrades (+$40/yr to receive physical media)
     Includes 5 support tickets
  +15/year for additional 5 support tickets

Software purchase and/or support/maintenance subscriptions do not include data entry, accounting 
services, bookkeeping services, tax advice, setup or extensive training, at Fahrenheit’s discretion.
Setup and training (both optional) are billed at $75/hour. Support for those without a support subscription 
is available at the same rate.
Support tickets are valid for one year after purchase of the subscription in which they were included; 
unused tickets do not roll over.

All prices and details subject to change without notice at any time.

Important Note


